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The Innovation Ecosystem in India
In the present decade, innovation is being considered as one of the major force behind
a thriving economy. The world at large is recognizing the innovative potential of
India. India has a rich tradition of scientific thought and has made significant
contributions in the field of astrology and technology such as the Place Value System
and the Zero by Aryabhatta. Globally, Yoga and Ayurveda are being accepted as vital
for improving the quality of life. Microsoft founder Bill Gates, while giving lecture at
NITI-Lectures: Transforming India, said that "The world is looking to India not just to
solve its problems but to address global challenges through innovation" (PTI, 2016).
According to the global ranking for innovation released in 2016 by Cornell University,
INSEAD (European Institute of Business Administration) and the World Intellectual
Property Organization (WIPO), India has moved up by 15 spots, from 81(in 2015) to
66 (in 2016) in the Global Innovation Index (GII). According to the GII, India has all the
elements essential for becoming a global driver of innovation such as a strong market
potential, an excellent talent pool, and an underlying culture of frugal innovation.

“I think frugality
drives innovation,
just like other
constraints do. One
of the only ways to
get out of a tight
box is to invent
your way out.“
-Jeff Bezos

Fig.1: Global Innovation Index (2016)
(Source: http://www.livemint.com)
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India faces a host of social challenges with low literacy level, inadequate healthcare services, and
poor nutrition levels being the major ones. Other areas that need attention are energy, water,
transport, food security and digital consumption. In the area of business, as mentioned by Krishnan
(2011), ‚India has moved on from a focus on efficiency and process improvement to display
significant capabilities in business-model innovation. The most impressive achievements in this
direction have been the establishment and growth of the Indian software services industry, and the
Indian mobile services industry‛.
Systematic Inventive Thinking (SIT) from Israel in its suggestions to the National Innovation
Council of India stated that ‚there is a need to promote a culture of innovation‛ in the country.
There is a strong need to build an effective innovation ecosystem to realize the full potential in the
field of research and development. In the area of science and technology the Government of India is
focusing on areas which include maternal and child health; pharmaceuticals; sanitation and waste
treatment; manufacturing technology, and renewable energy solutions. The aim is to develop an
ecosystem of innovation to address the various problems and challenges facing the country.
The country has a culture of jugaad, which refers an improvised or makeshift solution using scarce
resources. In business context, jugaad represents a "frugal, flexible, and inclusive approach to
problem solving and innovation." (Radjou, Prabhu & Ahuja, 2012). The western world is also taking
notice of this concept and how it can be utilized to gain a competitive advantage. According to
Wido Menhardt, CEO of the Philips Innovation Center in Bangalore, "Jugaad is a culture, an
attitude, an outcome of circumstance, but definitely not something planned. The challenge is to tap
into it and channel it."
The Indian innovation system is also known for frugal innovation which has its roots in the culture
of jugaad. Frugal innovation involves devising of low-cost solutions for local problems. It is about
doing more with less and turning a constraint into an advantage. However, there is a need for
disruptive or radical innovations for solving the country’s complex problems. Institutionalization
of the culture of innovation is also essential. Significant cultural and institutional changes aimed at
encouraging experimentation, risk-taking, and possible failures can go a long way in improving
and strengthening the culture of innovation in the country.
An ecosystem is a biological term which refers an environment or a system, or a group of
interconnected elements, formed by the interaction of a community of organisms with their
environment. An innovation ecosystem consists of economic actors or entities and the interactions
with other entities such as technology, institutions, sociological interactions and the culture
(Jackson, 2011). The institutions, especially educational institutions have a vital role in the overall
innovative ecosystem in a country. It is imperative to improve the quality of education across all
levels. To promote innovation it is also essential to give up the fascination for imitation, develop an
environment of nurturing creativity and innovation and instill confidence in the value of our own
ideas. Innovation and incubation centres or cells in academic institutions help to nurture creativity,
innovative spirit, ability to take risks, and enthusiasm to find solutions to problems. This also helps
in job creation and increased economic activity.
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The Inventive Mind of Yellapragada SubbaRow
Introduction
‚... because he lived you may live longer.‛ Thus spake Doron K. Antrim, the writer, journalist and
editor of the Metronome Magazine, New York in 1950, of Yellapragada SubbaRow. Indeed,
SubbaRow’s brilliant discoveries in biological chemistry and medicine continue to heal millions of
lives worldwide today.
Yellapragada Subba Rao was born on 12 January 1895 in Bhimavaram,
Madras Presidency (now in Andhra Pradesh). He was the third of
seven children. His father was a taluk (subdivision of a district office in
India) clerk, who retired early from his job due to poor health, which
drove the family into penury. Subba Rao has a traumatic childhood
because of poverty and deaths in his family. Once, when he was
thirteen years old, he ran away to Varanasi in search of wealth and
fame, but his mother traced him. She sold her Mangalsutra to send him
to the Hindu High School, Madras. He did very well in mathematical
studies. He had told his mother ‚I must win a name in the world. Then
only life would be worthwhile.‛
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After his matriculation, which required three attempts to clear, he joined the Presidency College in
Madras. There he got interested in Ramakrishna Mission and wanted to become a sanyasi, but his
mother disapproved. Since it was not permitted to join the Ramakrishna Mission without his
mother’s approval, the Mission persuaded him to enter the Madras Medical College so that he could
serve humanity as a doctor. His family could not support his studies. Therefore, he sought financial
help from his friends and future father-in-law to further his studies. On 10 May 1919, Subba Rao got
married to Seshagiri, who was twelve years younger to him. They spent very little time together on
account of his consuming passion for work. Soon he found that modern medicine was powerless to
cure many diseases. Further, the Swadeshi movement was going on and Subba Rao started
boycotting British goods and started wearing Khadi. This infuriated the English professors and they
failed him in the surgery examination. Consequently, he was denied the MBBS degree and was
awarded the lesser Licentiate of Medicine and Surgery (LMS) certificate. He joined the Madras
Ayurvedic College as a Lecturer with the hope that he would be able to discover drugs that would
cure such incurable diseases. However, he found that the College could not support sustained
medical research.
He was encouraged by a visiting young American doctor, Dr. Kendrick, and with the financial help
from his father-in- law and a charitable institution in Kakinada, he decided to enroll in the School of
Tropical Medicine at Harvard. He left behind his teenage pregnant wife; he was never to see her
again as he never returned to India. He reached Boston on 26 October 1923 and began his studies.
His LMS certificate was not adequate to provide him with a job and so in order to support himself,
after several attempts by his well-wishers and himself to find a decent job, he had to take up the job
of a night porter at the Brigham and Woman’s Hospital and cleaned bedpans and bathrooms. The
same year, his one year old son, whom he had never seen, died of erysipelas. After a tragic year of
suffering and hard work he earned the diploma from the School. A year after that he got a position
as a teaching fellow in the biochemistry laboratory of Prof. Cyrus Hartwell Fiske, and his career took
off.
Discoveries of SubbaRow
In 1925 he made an important discovery with respect to estimating phosphorus in serum.
Phosphorus is an essential element of living matter and its balance is very important to the survival
of every organism. An imbalance in the level of phosphorus leads to disorders in the hematologic,
gastrointestinal, hepatic, pulmonary, skeletal, cardiac, muscular, and renal systems as well as the
central nervous system. The test, devised by SubbaRow named Fiske-SubbaRow method, is still
used today to detect the levels of phosphorus in the body, which facilitates diagnosis. The discovery
of this method was published in the Journal of Biological Chemistry, which altered the spelling of his
name forever from Subba Rao to SubbaRow. He continued using the spelling SubbaRow. SubbaRow
turns out to be one of the most highly cited scientists in the entire history of science today.
His next most important discoveries were that of phosphocreatinine in 1927 and Adenosine
triphosphate
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triphosphate (ATP) in 1929. Phosphocreatinine is the source of muscular energy. ATP is famously
known as the carrier of energy in our body.
In 1930, he earned his PhD at Harvard but was denied a tenured professorship there. For his PhD, he
had investigated the reasons of pernicious anemia and attempted the biochemical steps to isolate
Vitamin B12, the cure for anemia. Denied the qualified assistants, budget and facilities, the final goal
of isolating Vitamin B12 eluded him. Nobel Laureate George H Hitchings (his erstwhile colleague in
the lab of Fiske) said that some of the nucleotides isolated by SubbaRow had to be rediscovered
years later by other workers because Fiske, undergoing a change of personality, would not let the
results see the light of publication.
In 1940 SubbaRow left Harvard and joined Lederle Laboratories as a director of research. His tenure
there is marked by striking discoveries. In 1945 he succeeded in synthesizing folic acid (Vitamin B9),
which plays an important role in DNA and RNA synthesis. Our bodies do not store folic acid and so
we have to consume it every day. Folic acid is used as a food additive today. SubbaRow discovered
that folic acid cures tropical sprue (a type of intestinal malabsorption disease). Later on it was found
that folic acid also cures many types of anemia.
Under Subbarow’s guidance, his team continued to synthesize and discover drugs. In 1947
SubbaRow and his team discovered the potent anticancer drug Methotrexate. Today, methotrexate is
used to treat cancers of the breast, skin, head and neck, lymph nodes or lung. It is also used to treat
severe psoriasis and rheumatoid arthritis. It has come to light today that methotrexate in low doses
can reduce steroid intake in asthma patients.
In 1947 he discovered diethylcarbamazine, which is effective against filariasis. Filariasis, also known
as elephantiasis is a painful disease cause by roundworm. The World Health Organisation
recommends prescription of diethylcarbamazine against several forms of filariasis today.
Subbarow’s other startling accomplishment includes the discovery of tetracycline (aureomycin) in
1948, which is claimed to be more powerful than either Fleming’s penicillin or Waksman’s
streptomycin. Tetracycline is a broad spectrum antibiotic that is used today to cure a wide range of
bacterial infections.
SubbaRow believed that ‚the victories of science are rarely won single
handed. No one man should get the credit.‛ He never gave interviews or
lectures. He never attempted to file for patents and was described as ‚a
poor businessman‛ by a patent attorney. When his colleagues would be
presenting their discoveries to the public and basking in the glory as a
‚discoverer‛ he would be sitting in the background discussing future
plans.
On 8 August 1948 he breathed his last in his apartment in New York
City, New York. He had suffered a heart attack. He was only 53. His last
wish was ‚If God will spare me another couple of years, maybe we can cure
another disease.‛
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Conclusion
The life of one of the greatest minds of the 21st century is truly inspiring. In spite of his tribulations
and hardships, he remained modest and benevolent, and continued to carry on his research and
innovation. His inventive mind made some astounding discoveries, which continue to benefit the
entire humankind till today.
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National Innovation Club meeting at Rashtrapati Bhavan
The Festival of Innovation 2017 was organized in the Rashtrapati Bhavan by the National
Innovation Foundation from 4th to 10th March, 2017. In this context Prof. Manoj Kulshrestha,
Director, NCIDE and Dr. Moumita Das, Assistant Director, NCIDE in their capacities as
Coordinators of Innovation Club@IGNOU were nominated for the Meeting of the Members of the
National Innovation Clubs on 8th March, 2017.
The meeting was organized with Mrs. Omita Paul, Secretary to the President of India. Before the
meeting, a workshop of one and a half hours was organized and conducted by Prof. Anil Gupta,
Executive Vice Chairman, National Innovation Foundation in which the members were divided in
to several Groups of Institutions/Central Universities. Prof. Manoj Kulshrestha and Dr. Moumita
Das were included in Group ‘E’. The innovative activities of the Universities and Institutions were
discussed and categorized into search, spread, sense and celebrate. NCIDE included several
innovative activities such as Audio Books, Workshops on Creativity and Innovation and
Innovation Management System for the presentation. After due deliberations, a PowerPoint
Presentation of four minutes duration for the whole group was prepared. At the meeting with the
Secretary to the President of India, this was presented by the Group Leader.
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After the presentation of all the members was over, Mrs. Omita Paul mentioned that the President
House has taken up a Smart Gram project for the development of the three villages in Haryana
through digital initiatives. She recommended that the Universities/Institutions need to be actively
involved in uplifting the education of the villages through digital interventions. She also
emphasized that Universities/Institutions should adopt as many villages as possible to carry out
these activities.

Prof. Manoj Kulshrestha and Dr. Moumita Das interacting with
Prof. Anil Gupta after the meeting

An Exhibition of Innovators was held at the Sports Ground of the Rashtrapati Bhavan, in which
NCIDE, IGNOU also put up two posters.

Exhibition of NCIDE, IGNOU Posters at Rashtrapati Bhavan
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One of the participants in that exhibition was Mr. Ajay Kumar Sharma, an IGNOU student, who
had been invited to showcase his innovation to the President.

Prof. Kulshrestha with Mr. Ajay Kumar Sharma at the Exhibition

Innovation Club Meeting
A meeting of the Innovation Club@IGNOU was held on 20th March, 2017 at the Convention
Center, IGNOU. The main objective of the meeting was to have a presentation by Mr. Ajay
Kumar Sharma, a grass root innovator and a student of IGNOU. First of all Prof. Manoj
Kulshrestha, Director, NCIDE welcomed Mr. Ajay Kumar Sharma and the participants. He
briefly informed about the Festival of Innovation – 2017 organized by the National Innovation
Foundation (NIF) at the President House during 4th March to 10th March, 2017. He informed that
Mr. Ajay Kumar was also one of the innovators who were invited by the President House for this
Festival. He mentioned that it was a moment of pride of us to have IGNOU’s student with the
President in the Festival.
Thereafter, Dr. O.P. Sharma, Deputy, Director, NCIDE gave a brief introduction of Mr. Ajay
Kumar Sharma. He mentioned that Mr. Ajay Kumar is a grass-root innovator and it is a matter of
pride that he is a student of IGNOU. He informed that the NCIDE came to know about Mr. Ajay
Kumar in May, 2012 when he had submitted a proposal of one of his innovations named as
SCARP ENGINE to the Vice Chancellor for support and guidance of IGNOU. Taking action on
his proposal, NCIDE had proposed two main actions. As first action, it was proposed to visit and

review the innovative product designed and developed by Mr. Ajay Kumar, and second proposal
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was to initiate a scheme to identify, nurture and support other such innovations by the IGNOU
students. Both the proposals were approached by the Vice-Chancellor. Accordingly, a team of
experts including Dr. C. K. Ghosh from NCIDE, Dr. Amit Chaturvedi, RD, Varanasi and two
experts from IIT (BHU) visited this innovative product and gave their observations and
recommendations to promot and support Mr. Ajay Kumar in this endeavor. Further he informed
that Mr. Ajay Kumar has done several other innovations also which include Solar Power
Improvement Machine, Foot Step Electricity for Ganga Ghat, Cooler Operated LPG stove and
Biogas Bottling Machine for Farmers. Dr. Sharma informed that he last one i.e. Biogas Bottling
system has been recently selected by the NIF for display and presentation at the Festival of
Innovation at Rashtrapati Bhavan. He said that Mr. Ajay Kumar is a real innovator and a man of
practical.
Thereafter, Mr. Ajay Kumar was invited to give a presentation about his journey as an innovator
and give highlights of his innovative projects. Mr. Ajay Kumar Sharma first gave a brief self
introduction and highlighted that he had been thinking differently right from his childhood,
when he used to play with toys and other such items. He said that he always look around to
identify the common problems faced by the people and the society. He pointed that he has been
highly concerned about the problems of energy shortage and related environmental issues. That
is why he thought of developing some innovative devices which could give more output in the
form of energy with minimum pollution to the environment. In this context, he highlighted the
innovative feature of his SCARP ENGINE which is an energy efficient system having more
output with less input. The salient features of his innovation include highly energy efficient, cost
effectiveness and eco-friendly.
1. Thereafter, he gave a video presentation of his other innovation on Biogas Bottling Machine
which was displayed in the Festival of Innovation. The innovative feature of this innovation,
as highlighted by Mr. Ajay Kumar are as follows:
2. This is a portable, energy efficient and cost efficient biogas bottling compressor machine, this

machine compress the biogas from 0-200psi in a biogas tank. It can operate with electricity,
solar energy and also manually. This new "Farmer Friendly Biogas Compressor Machine"
deals with a new idea with some innovation.

3. Bottling can be done directly from biogas plant/digester after purification and there is no need
to store large volume of biogas to create high pressure for bottling by large tank.
4. This operation can be done by only one compressor cylinders also, manually as well as electrically which depends on consumer needs or source of energy.
5. This product saves 50% electricity or input energy
6. There is a new design cylinder for compressor machine of 4-6 inches stroke at low rpm. This
cylinder creates required pressure at low rpm for manual operation. This cylinder works also
on electricity and manually.
7. As this compressor machine can work without fossil fuels, it creates no pollution.
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At the end of the presentations, all the participants first of all congratulated Mr. Ajay Kumar
Sharma for his successful journey as an innovator and wished him for a brighter and more
successful future. Thereafter, a number of questions were asked by the participants regarding the
functioning of SCARP ENGINE and related issues. The discussion was very live and fruitful. The
participants gave few suggestions also in the regards, such as
1. The innovations done by Mr. Ajay Kumar should be properly publicized by IGNOU in
newspapers and be put on IGNOU’s website,
2. The achievements of Mr. Ajay Kumar may be presented during Convocation, and
3. The IGNOU should initiate an innovation hunt drive from amongst the students and annual
awards may be given to the best innovation.

The National Centre for Innovations in Distance Education
(NCIDE) was established in December 2005. It is a facility
for

NCIDE

promoting,

supporting,

re-engineering

and

disseminating innovations in Open and Distance Learning
(ODL) system. The NCIDE is a ground for nurturing bright
and inquisitive minds whose ideas and explorations are

Block G, Zakir Hussain Bhawan,
expected to revolutionise the ODL system to suit the needs
New Academic Complex,
Indira Gandhi National Open University of Gennext. The Centre's goal is to develop a culture of
Maidan Garhi, New Delhi-110068
continued search for new and innovative solutions to offer
Phone: 011-29536413
Fax: 011-29536398
E-mail: ncide@ignou.ac.in

seamless education for all, achieve cost efficiency in its
operations and provide borderless access to quality
education and training.
We look forward to receiving your suggestions for this
e-newsletter. We also welcome your contributions for the
future issues. Please send us your emails addressed to the
Director, NCIDE at: ncide@ignou.ac.in.
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